
Dancing With The Stars
By: Alexis Lucas

The “Dancing With The Stars” contest this year was
very funny! All of the contestants had hilarious costumes
and dances. Everyone's dances were so creative! There

were 10 teams competing, and all of
them were amazing. They had a lot
of energy and had a very fun time! The team that won
was Tom (from Senior Boys) and Nicole’s (from first grade
boys Wolverines) team. They danced to the song, “Dance
to the Music”, and their dance was awesome. “Dancing
With The Stars” was so fun and exciting to watch.

S’mores Snack Day
By: Chloe Pezzello

On Thursday, instead of ice cream and popsicles we are
having s’mores for snack. I’m so excited because I love
eating s’mores with my friends, so it's gonna be a blast to

get to have them at camp. I love
chocolate, which is my favorite part of
the s’mores. Did you know that the
original name for s’mores was “some
mores”. Another fun fact is that August 10th is national
s’mores day, so remember to make some s’mores on
August 10th! I can't wait for snack!



Dress Up for the Future Day
By: Angelina Parente

On this week’s spirit day at Camp W, campers showed
off their costumes of what they want to be when they
are older. They expressed their future dreams and
goals as they found creative ways to dress up. They

wore their favorite sports
jerseys, put on doctor
scrubs, wore an olympian
outfit, and more. Some were artists, police officers,
firefighters, and teachers. Kevin even rode around on a
unicycle. Everyone had fun looking into the future and
seeing each other’s hopes and dreams!

Senior Trip Brownstone
By: Chandni Oberoi

The Seniors are so excited for our Brownstone
trip! Chloe Pezzello, a Senior Girl says “I’m so
excited to float down the lake!” We are also very enthusiastic about the three
hour road trip to Connecticut. Brownstone Sports park is in Portland,

Connecticut. At
Brownstone the
Seniors will be
enjoying various
activities, such as
ziplining, obstacle
courses and diving!
We are going to have
a blast!



What Will Happen Next Week?
By: Madison Castagna

What is Color War?
Answer: The camp is split into two teams
which change yearly and there is always a
theme.  There are also activities to do in
which campers and counselors can gain
points for their team.

In your opinion, what is the best thing about
Color War?

Answer: “Competing to help my team and dressing up”, Chloe from senior girls
said when asked about her favorite thing about Color War.

How are the teams decided?

Answer: The counselors split up their group into red and blue groups, but don’t
worry siblings are always on the same
team to prevent family feuds.

Does anything else besides Color War
happen that week?

Answer: The answer is yes, not only is
there Color War next week, but on
Monday and Tuesday there are special
events open to all of the camp!

What were some of the special events in the
previous years?

Answer: There were many activities from the special
events two years ago, that included a trampoline, a
rock climbing wall and laser tag. This year there
might be a zipline!



Tie Dye
By: Emma

On Thursday and Friday this week, we will be tie dyeing
shirts, towels, socks, and more! Campers will be provided
with all the materials needed for the project. Each group

will have their own period to tie dye. Kristin, Emma,
Shannon, and Emily (the art teachers) will show everyone

how to do it. Campers are welcome to bring anything they
would like to tie dye. We look forward to this day every year.

So far, everything has turned
out beautiful. We are so

excited!

Camp Trivia Game
By: Kate

On Tuesday, campers'
knowledge of camp was
tested. There were three
different trivias being
held at the same time, with Kevin running the trivia
for upper camp.  They were asked questions that
ranged from “What color is Kevin’s grey car?” to
“Who is the bus counselor on bus 4?” Campers
received either Jolly Ranchers or Starbursts if they

got the question correct. It was so much fun to see how much campers really
knew about camp!
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